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A Cursive Handwriting Workbook for 1st graders, 2nd graders, and 3rd graders learning cursive.

**80 Pages ** of Cursive Handwriting Fun!--An 8 1/2 by 11 sized book, perfect for elementary

students learning to write in cursive. Children love this Cursive Handwriting Workbook because it is

so much fun! This Cursive Handwriting Workbook begins with the formation of cursive letters (upper

and lower case). After students learn to write the letters of the alphabet in cursive, they learn to write

words in cursive. This Cursive Handwriting Workbook also includes number words, seasons, days

of the week, and a bonus. So what's the bonus? This Cursive Handwriting Workbook includes funny

cursive stories and funny coloring pages for each letter of the alphabet. The added coloring activity

strengthens young hands, and helps students to achieve cursive handwriting proficiency much

faster. And the funny stories, written in cursive, add an element of fun that make kids want to

write--in cursive! Also because the little stories are written in cursive, children learn how to READ

CURSIVE writing. All while they're having fun! **This is an excellent Cursive Handwriting Workbook

because the short stories engage students and motivate them to write sentences in cursive.** Also

available--Printing Handwriting Workbook: Handwriting Workbook and Funny Sight Words

Workbook. Same fun format as the Cursive Handwriting Workbook!
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This book teaches handwriting the old-fashioned way - working through the various strokes and

reinforcing through repetition. It's great for beginners, but that's not what I purchased it. My kids

have dyslexia and dysgraphia. My middle school child needed to improve her handwriting. This



book really helped!

We are loving this work book, I have been coping the pages just so that we are able to do them

more then once but I love how it starts off simple. My 3rd grader is no longer taught cursive in

school, I completely do NOT agree with that choice we are decided that we would teach them to

write it at home. After all- what happens when no one writes in cursive any more? How are they to

sign their names? Or read historical documents? So this book is how we are doing it. It covers

everything from the basics of the curves to how to hold your pencils correctly. This is well worth

every penny! I will be buying this again for our younger children when the time comes for them to

learn how to write in cursive as well.I can't rave enough great things about this work book!!!* I paid

full price for this workbook, I wanted to disclose that since I do a lot of reviews.

This is such an awesome workbook! Simple but very good; not distracting at all and will help keep

my son focused. I love the fact that he will have to write his name on every page; helps reinforce

what I require of him. Love that he will have to practice writing the days of the week and the months,

helps reinforce that as well. I am glad that I can use this to help teach cursive writing! The only 2

things that would make it even better would be if the pages were perforated so he could just take a

few pages with him when we homeschool on the go and I think the letters and words that need to be

traced should be in color, maybe blue, so that they are seen easier. Thank you so much for a great

workbook!! I am very pleased to have received this book in exchange for my honest review.

This is a great workbook for extra practice and a great price. We watch youtube videos for

demonstration prior to each lesson. The workbook provides opportunities for kids to draw and color

as they learn too. It has been a big hit at our house.

I really like this workbook. It's a great way to teach children cursive. Normally I buy another well

known brand of workbooks but this one is a great addition if you like buying workbooks for your

children to give them extra practice in the subjects they struggle with. I would totally recommend this

book for any child learning cursive. It's becoming less and less required to learn cursive at school

and buying this book helps you teach your child cursive at home. I think it would also make a great

addition to any home school curriculum and each page has a line at the top for your child to write

their name, in cursive of course. :-)The first section works its way through the alphabet, not

alphabetically, but starting with the easiest letters to write in cursive. Each page works on a specific



letter and has a picture to go along. Jet for the letter j, watch for w and so on.The next section is

numbers, learning each numeric word and writing the corresponding number. This is great for those

with sloppier handwriting as it gives them a chance to relearn the proper way to write numbers.

There are five numbers on each page starting with the number one and going up by one until you

get to twenty, at that point it goes up by tens; thirty, forty and so on. That continues until 100 and it

includes one thousand and one million.The next section is the alphabet again, this time in order with

uppercase and lowercase letters. They are shown separately and together, teaching how to write

going from one letter into the next. Then your child will learn to write the days of the week and

months of the year. The last two sections get the student to learn how to write sentences. The first

section has sentences with pictures to color, the last section the child comes up with their own

sentences and a picture to go with it - a great way to use their imagination.I think this would be a

great workbook to use to help your child learn to write in cursive or even as an additional resource

to what they may be learning in school. I thoroughly recommend buying it.*I received a free copy of

this workbook in exchange for my honest opinion. My views expressed are my own.*

I bought this book for my second grade son. He has struggled with dyslexia and I thought that

switching to learning cursive might improve his reading skills, as it has been often recommended

because it is harder to get letters confused in cursive. We are still working on the individual letter

portion of the book. So far he has loved it! I would say handwriting has never been a favorite subject

of his but he has really enjoyed using this book. It has a good balance of tracing (copywork) and

practicing writing the letters/words on your own. Each letter is practiced in lower and uppercase. the

last two lines of each page is a combination of letters (sometimes made up words sometimes actual

words) that practice connecting letters and reviewing past letters learned. I love that the bottom

portion compounds what has already been learned. We do a page a day. That is a good pace for

him but maybe do two pages a day for fourth grade and up.For kids who are not homeschooled I

think this would be a great supplement to learning cursive in school or even if cursive is not taught

but you feel it is important to learn.The part that my son is looking forward to the most is the

sentences at the end of the book, once letters are mastered. They are all silly sentences that are

entertaining to small children.I will be using this for all of my children when the time comes.

Especially for the price!The only small thing I wish for this book is if it had a review page of letters

learned every five letters or so. But to make up for this we will just practice all the letters that he has

learned on a white board every five pages or so.
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